Newsletter 3
Berlin, March 2018
Dear participants,
dear friends of the The Philosophy of Freedom.
with the slogan „to be continued“ we start our newsletter #3 and the second year of the project
DENK-BILDER.
After Easter we will begin designing a catalogue which will show almost all works which has been
on show in the exhibition DENK-BILDER here in Berlin. And to realize this catalogue we ask for your
support: If you have worked for the exhibition and sent your art to us please send us some words
about the following issues
• Short description of your work method, how you came upon the part of the Philosophy of
Freedom you have worked with and how you found your way into the meaning;
• the exact passage in the text (most pieces of art came without this information which for the
catalogue ist rather important to show precise information about edition, chapter, page and
paragraph);
• your personal experience by transforming the written words into visual art (how you felt while
working imaginatively).
We are looking forward to your reply. Please send it until 15 April 2018 via mail to katalog@denkbilder.org
With the first show we layed the foundation for further exhibitions at different locations in Berlin
and abroad – now we want to go on. If you know of some interesting locations or organisations we
can get in touch with please let us know. And if you work in such a place, please get in contact with
us, too. That will be much appreciated.
Our curator and exhibition contact is Anna Maria Mintsi-Scholze at ausstellung@denk-bilder.org
You want to get back your piece of art? Please let us know in writing until 10 April 2018. And
please don’t forget to inform us whether you are going to pick it up in person or whether you want
us to send it to you for the postal fee. Please write an email with the subject „Return of Artwork“.
We are also looking for private or institutional funding for our further work with the Philosophy of
Freedom and the project DENK-BILDER. If you have any idea where or whom to ask please let us
know as well. We are happy about every hint. Armin Grassert, CEO of the Rudolf Steiner Haus
Berlin, is happy to answer your questions about our intentions and plans as well as to receive your
suggestions or even your funds.
Last but not least: If you haven’t received one of our newsletters or if you are interested in the
ongoing process, please visit our website denk-bilder.org where you can find all information in
English and German.
Thank you again for your further support and encouragement.
Warm regards.
Astrid Hellmundt, Anna Maria Mintsi-Scholze, Mischa Pitskhelauri,
Armin Grassert, Markus Lau Hintzenstern

